
Geometry Dash

**About Geometry Dash**

Geometry Dash is a rhythm based Jump’n’Rund game for smartphones and tablets. Players have

to control a little square through colorful and challenging worlds, vault over obstacles and avoid

dangers. 

Geometry Dash is a colorful designed but also challenging Jump’n’Run game. In this rhythm based

game you have to control a little square through different levels. Vault over obstacles, avoid

dangers like tips and complete your missions. In this game you have to proof a good

responsiveness: as soon as you make a mistake, you have to start over. 

**Geometry Dash – How does it work? **

-	Rhythm based Jump’n’Run game: In Geometry Dash you control a little square through colorful

worlds. In order to complete the level successfully, you have to vault over different obstacles,

avoid dangers like tips and collect points. You can also use other squares to vault more easily over

some obstacles. In Geometry Dash it’s all about a good responsiveness: Be fast and watch out for

obstacles. As soon as you make a mistake, you have to start over. 

-	Create your own level: In Geometry Dash you cannot only use the already preformed levels, but

also create your own level by dint of the level editor. You can also share your level with friends and

other players so that as many players as possible can enjoy your level. 

-	Practice mode: Since you maybe need some practice to complete a level successfully, you can

use the special practice mode. Here you can place a checkpoint during the level so that you don’t

have to start over when you make a mistake. 

-	Crazy means of transport: In Geometry Dash you cannot only vault over obstacles you’re your

square. You can also use other means of transport to complete the level. You can e.g. fly with a

rocket. Fly through the level and leave all obstacles below you. 

Conclusion: Geometry Dash is a challenging rhythm based Action Platforming which is great fun

for young and elderly. Besides classical Jump’n’Run elements like vaulting over obstacles or

collecting points, the app also impresses with a special game character and other features like the

level editor. Proof good responsiveness and don’t be in despair: In some levels you will need many

attempts and a little practice. 


